Interactions and spatial arrangement of spin-labeled NAD+ bound to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. Comparison of EPR and X-ray modeling data.
The spatial arrangement of coenzyme NAD+ in remote and adjacent binding sites in various stoichiometric complexes with tetrameric glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase from rabbit muscle was examined via EPR spectroscopy. An adenosine N6-15N,2H17 spin-labeled derivative of coenzyme NAD+ (SL-NAD+) was chemically synthesized for this work. The spectral simplifications and narrow line widths afforded by 15N and 2H substitution enabled experimental EPR spectra to be deconvoluted into their three component spectra: (a) unbound coenzyme, (b) bound coenzyme without adjacent site occupied, and (c) bound coenzyme with adjacent site occupied. Binding of SL-NAD+ in adjacent active centers of R axis-related subunits resulted in resolved dipolar interactions which characterized intersubunit distances. Binding to distant subunits related by the P and Q axes gave no dipolar interaction. Once the first NAD+ site was occupied, EPR spectra at various stoichiometries provided evidence for nonpreferential spatial binding of SL-NAD+ to the three unoccupied sites. EPR spectral simulations indicated a separation of 12.8 A for the unpaired electrons of spin label moieties of R axis-related coenzymes. Molecular modeling based on x-ray crystallographic data predicted 11-13 A. The angles and distance relating to interacting spin-labels were calculated from atomic coordinates based on molecular modeling of both anti-anti and anti-syn (adenine-ribose) conformations of SL-NAD+. Computer-generated line shapes indicated best agreement with experimental EPR results when the anti-anti geometry was employed. Comparison of EPR spectra from soluble and ammonium sulfate-precipitated enzymes indicated that the NAD+-binding domains are positioned equivalently in the two physical states. Since the observed dipolar line shapes are critically dependent on the distance and geometry relating to the interacting SL-NAD+, these data provide direct evidence for a high degree of conservation of quaternary structure of the enzyme in the hydrated crystalline state. Studies on the enzyme isolated from human erythrocytes also indicated a close correlation with the rabbit muscle enzyme in both the arrangement of NAD+-binding domains and negative cooperativity of coenzyme binding.